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Thule RoundTrip Boot
Backpack 45L
Model name: Model number: 3204355 Price: $129.95

A boot backpack designed to keep your feet dry,
your goggles safe and your gear organized.

FEATURES

Store and transport boots in rear-loading
compartment

Conveniently change in and out of boots in
any location and keep feet dry by flipping
down backpanel door for use as a standing
mat

Store goggles, sunglasses, an iPhone or other
small items in the padded, soft-lined pocket

Efficiently pack and access snowsport gear
via the top or front of the bag

Easily attach a helmet to external lash loops

Store outerwear, gloves and accessories in the
spacious side pocket

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Easily transport with padded shoulder straps
and multiple grab handles

Water escapes through grommets in boot
compartment

Dark Slate
3204356

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 0,83
VOLUME ••••••••••••••••••45
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204355
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Thule RoundTrip Boot
Backpack 60L
Model name: Model number: 3204357 Price: $169.95

A boot backpack designed to keep your feet dry,
your goggles safe and your gear organized.

FEATURES

Store and transport boots in rear-loading
compartment

Water escapes through grommets in boot
compartment

Conveniently change in and out of boots in
any location and keep feet dry by flipping
down backpanel door for use as a standing
mat

Efficiently pack and access snowsport gear
with two-way access into the top or front of
bag

Protect goggles, sunglasses, iPhone or other
fragile gear in large, crush-proof SafeZone
compartment

Quickly connect pack to any Thule RoundTrip
Ski or Snowboard Rolling Bag using built-in
attachment loops

Easily attach skis, board, poles, helmet or
outerwear using external lash webbing

Store outerwear, gloves and accessories in
two spacious side pockets

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Easily transport with padded shoulder straps
and multiple grab handles

Dark Slate - 6
0L
3204358

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 36 X 36 X 58 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 1,25
VOLUME •••••••••••••••••• 60
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204357
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Thule RoundTrip Snowsport
Duffel 90L
Model name: Model number: 3204367 Price: $169.95

A snowsport duffel bag designed to keep your
feet dry, your goggles safe and your gear
organized.

FEATURES

Keep your load balanced by storing one boot
in each oversized side pocket

Conveniently change in and out of boots in
any location and keep feet dry by flipping
down main opening for use as a standing mat

Store a helmet, goggles and other snowsport
essentials in spacious main compartment

Quickly connect duffel to any Thule
RoundTrip Ski or Snowboard Bag using
bottom attachment loops

Easily attach a helmet using external lash
webbing

Store electronics, goggles and small valuables
in soft-lined, protective pocket

Easily transport with removable shoulder
strap and top and side grab handles

Let water escape through drain holes in each
boot pocket

Dark Slate
3204368

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 70 X 37 X 44 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 1,3
VOLUME •••••••••••••••••• 90
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204367
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Thule RoundTrip Ski Bag
192cm
Model name: Model number: 3204359 Price: $159.95

A spacious ski bag with padded, cinch-top ski
sleeves to ensure your gear travels safely to each
destination.

FEATURES

Protect your skis and outerwear and stay
organized with two padded, cinch-top ski
sleeves

Added protection for poles with a dedicated
internal pole compartment

Keep gear from shifting with external
compression straps

Easily transport with removable, padded
shoulder strap and convenient grab handles

Fit a single pair of alpine skis or two pairs of
nordic skis up to 192 cm in length plus poles

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Smooth, reliable access from durable YKK
zippers

Simplify stowing and retrieving your gear with
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the bag

Dark Slate - 19
2 cm
3204360

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 205 X 36 X 16 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 1,42
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204359
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Thule RoundTrip Ski Roller
192cm
Model name: Model number: 3204362 Price: $299.95

A spacious, rolling ski bag with padded, cinch-top
ski sleeves to ensure your gear travels safely to
each destination.

FEATURES

Protect your skis and outerwear and stay
organized with two padded, cinch-top ski
sleeves

Minimize sagging with structural
reinforcements at the top and bottom of bag

Comfortably transport and navigate with
smooth wheels and multiple grab handles on
ends, top and side of bag

Store additional layers and accessories in
internal zipped pocket

Smooth, reliable access from durable YKK
zippers

Simplify stowing and retrieving your gear with
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the bag

Separate skis with removable, padded divider
that also doubles as a standing pad

Keep gear from shifting with internal and
external compression straps

Fit two pairs of alpine skis up to 192 cm in
length plus poles

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Dark Slate - 19
2 cm
3204363

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 202 X 34 X 19 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 3,62
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204362
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Thule RoundTrip Ski Roller
175cm
Model name: Model number: 3204364 Price: $299.95

A spacious, rolling ski bag with padded, cinch-top
ski sleeves to ensure your gear travels safely to
each destination.

FEATURES

Protect your skis and outerwear and stay
organized with two padded, cinch-top ski
sleeves

Minimize sagging with structural
reinforcements at the top and bottom of bag

Comfortably transport and navigate with
smooth wheels and multiple grab handles on
ends, top and side of bag

Store additional layers and accessories in
internal zipped pocket

Smooth, reliable access from durable YKK
zippers

Simplify stowing and retrieving your gear with
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the bag

Separate skis with removable, padded divider
that also doubles as a standing pad

Keep gear from shifting with internal and
external compression straps

Fit two pairs of alpine skis up to 175 cm in
length plus poles

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Dark Slate - 17
5 cm
3204365

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 183 X 34 X 19 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 3,48
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204364
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Thule RoundTrip Snowboard
Bag 165cm
Model name: Model number: 3204361 Price: $149.95

A spacious snowboard bag with padded, cinch-
top board sleeves to ensure your gear travels
safely to each destination.

FEATURES

Protect your snowboard and outerwear and
stay organized with two padded, cinch-top
board sleeves

Keep gear from shifting with internal
compression straps

Easily transport with removable, padded
shoulder strap and convenient grab handles

Fit a snowboard up to 165 cm in length plus
boots

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

Smooth, reliable access from durable YKK
zippers

Simplify stowing and retrieving your gear with
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the bag

Store additional layers and accessories in
internal zipped pocket

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 168 X 41 X 18 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 1,33
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204361
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Thule RoundTrip Snowboard
Roller 165cm
Model name: Model number: 3204366 Price: $299.95

A spacious, rolling snowboard bag with added
protection along the tips and tails to ensure your
gear travels safely to each destination.

FEATURES

Protect your snowboard and outerwear and
stay organized with two padded, cinch-top
board sleeves

Minimize sagging with structural
reinforcements at the top and bottom of bag

Comfortably transport and navigate with
smooth wheels and multiple grab handles on
ends, top and side of bag

Store additional layers and accessories in
internal zipped pocket

Smooth, reliable access from durable YKK
zippers

Simplify stowing and retrieving your gear with
an S-shaped zipper that coils around the bag

Keep gear from shifting with internal and
external compression straps

Fit two snowboards up to 165 cm in length
plus boots

Deter theft with lockable zippers (lock sold
separately)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS ••••••••••• 173 X 34 X 19 CM
WEIGHT(KG) ••••••••••• 3,3
COLOR ••••••••••••••••••••BLACK
MATERIAL ••••••••••••••• 600D POLYESTER
MODEL NUMBER ••••••3204366


